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Agenda

What are Culturally Relevant and Sustaining 
Pedagogies?

What is Disciplinary Literacy?

Understanding Ourselves, Our Curriculum, and 
Our Students

Building Students’ Cultural Competence in 
Disciplinary Literacy: How Can We Do It? 

Tensions in Disciplinary Literacy and CSP



Culturally Responsive Teaching Background

 Gloria Ladson-Billings - Culturally 

Relevant Pedagogy

 Geneva Gay - Culturally Responsive 

Teaching

 Paris & Alim - Culturally Sustaining 

Pedagogy

 Carol D. Lee - Cultural Modeling 

 Gholdy Muhammad – Historically 

Responsive Literacy



Culturally Relevant Pedagogy

 Based on her research of effective 
teachers of African American students.

 Three main goals:

 Teaching must yield academic success.

 Teaching must help students develop 
positive cultural and racial identities 
inclusive of high expectations for 
academic success.

 Teaching must support students’ ability to 
identify, critique, assess, and act on 
current and social inequalities.

 This focus promotes educators to 
empower students academically, 
socially, emotionally, and politically.



INTRODUCTION TO CULTURALLY 
RELEVANT PEDAGOGY

https://www.youtube-nocookie.com/embed/nGTVjJuRaZ8?autoplay=1&iv_load_policy=3&loop=1&modestbranding=1&playlist=nGTVjJuRaZ8


BUILDING 
CULTURALLY 
RELEVANT 
SCHOOLS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KOs8CqhvnqU


Culturally Responsive 

Teaching

 Brings what Ladson-Billings advocated for and Geneva Gay takes 
it one step further - focusing on specific teaching practices and 
instruction.

 There is a focus on using students’ lived experiences and 
knowledge, as well as cultural and ethical norms, to create 
instruction that is more relevant to all students, including those that 
are historically marginalized.

 Some aspects to investigate and potentially change include:

 Instruction

 Instructional Materials

 Student-teacher Relationships

 Classroom Community, Environment, and Climate

 Knowledge of Students



Interview with Dr. Gay

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KBIgSwx_qvw


Culturally Sustaining Pedagogies

 Building from Ladson-Billings and Gay (and 
others), Paris & Alim promoted the idea of 
cultural sustainability. The focus continues to 
be placed on students’ culture and identities, 
as well as intersectionality among social 
constructs, but takes into account how culture 
adapts and evolves. The goal is to go beyond 
acceptance and tolerance of others and to 
move toward explicitly supporting students 
and their lived experiences.

 Examples include:

 Promoting heritage norms and home/native 
language

 Blending languages, dialects, and formal and 
informal registers

 Promoting students to explore and learn about 
other cultural affiliations

 Learning about students’ funds of knowledge
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Historically 
Responsive Literacy

Four Learning Pursuits

 Identity: Start by asking yourself, “How does my 
teaching and learning help students to learn 
about themselves and about others?”

 Skills: How can I balance what is typically 
taught within my discipline with the other three 
layers? What is the best way to teach these to 
my students?

 Intellect: “What do we want our students to 
become smarter about?” “How does my 
teaching and learning help to teach students 
new knowledge and concepts? New histories, 
new people, places, and things?”

 Criticality: How does my teaching and learning 
help students to understand power, equity, 
anti-racism, and anti-oppression?
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Deficit, Difference, and Asset-

Based Approaches

The terms “help” and “at 
risk” do not give power to 

the cultural assets and 
resources that students 
come to school with -

needing someone else to 
“fix” them.

Deficit perspectives lead to 
lower expectations and 

watering down curriculum.

“A deficit mindset is like an 
oil spill--it coats every 
organism, it obscures 

beauty, it does great harm 
to the environment, and it’s 
tedious to clean up (Aguilar, 

2020, p. 59).

Cohesiveness is “the sense 
that all (teachers and 
students) are working 

toward positive learning 
gains” and has an effect 

size of 0.44 (Hattie, 2009, p. 
103)

Victor Rios TedTalk: Help for 
kids the education system 

ignores.

https://www.ted.com/talks/victor_rios_help_for_kids_the_education_system_ignores?language=en


What is Disciplinary 

Literacy?

 NOT Content-area Literacy

 CARW: Roughly 100 years old

 Idea: If students read well, they would do 
better in their subject area classes.

 Thus, we need to support students’ 
reading in every class.

 There are certain strategies that students 
use to read, no matter what they are 
reading. For example:

 Visualization

 Summarization

 Monitoring Comprehension

 Setting a Purpose



Disciplinary Literacy:
LITERACY IS NOT LITERACY IS NOT LITERACY



Premise of Disciplinary Literacy



“Stopping by Woods on a Snowy 

Evening”: Robert Frost



NCTM: 

March 

Madness

 College basketball playoffs are happening in the 
United States, making basketball pretty popular 
right now! One afternoon after school, four friends, 
named Abby, Bill, Carla, and Damien, decide to 
play a game of basketball. There are two players 
on each team. Your job is to figure out which team 
won the game given the following facts:

 Abby outscored her partner Bill by six points.

 The number of points scored by Damien can be 
found by reversing the digits of his favorite number, 
thirty-one.

 Bill scored half as many points as Carla.

 Carla scored three more than three times the points 
scored by her partner, Damien.

 Which team won and by how many points? (NCTM, 
2019)



Understanding Ourselves, Curriculum, and 

Our Students



CRE Scorecards - NYU Metro 

Center

 THE CULTURALLY RESPONSIVE-SUSTAINING STEAM CURRICULUM SCORECARD by y Leah 
Q. Peoples, Tahia Islam and Timothy Davis

 Culturally Responsive Curriculum Scorecard by Jahque Bryan-Gooden, Megan Hester, 
and Leah Q. Peoples

 What is Curriculum?

 Textbooks

 Lesson Plans

 Stories/Books

 Worksheets and Homework Assignments

 Teacher's Manuals

 Media/Videos

 Learning Standards/Expectations

 Tests

 Class Activities

https://steinhardt.nyu.edu/sites/default/files/2021-02/CRSE-STEAMScorecard_FIN_optimized%20%281%29.pdf
https://steinhardt.nyu.edu/sites/default/files/2020-12/CRE%20Scorecard%20Revised%20Aug%202020.pdf


Explore Current Data Related to Student 
and Community Demographics

 Looking at the Table 203s - what do you notice about the changes in enrollment in 
public schools based on grade level, state, demographics? Across time?

 Looking at the Table 102s - what do you notice about the characteristics of 
households with children? What do you notice about poverty in relation to 
community and parental variables?

 In Table 103.10, how are demographics changing within school age children, from 
1980 to to the most current data reported?

 What can be determined from the Table 103s regarding enrollment rates based on 
demographic data? Age? School?

 What can be determined about reading and math achievement based on 
national data? State data?

https://nces.ed.gov/programs/digest/2020menu_tables.asp


Teacher Surveys

The Culturally Responsive 
Classroom Management 

Self-Efficacy Scale: 
Development and Initial 

Validation

by Siwatu, Putman, 
Starker-Glass, and Lewis

Culturally Responsive 
Teaching Self-Efficacy 

Scale by Siwatu

Culturally Responsive 
Teaching Outcome 
Expectancy Scale 

by Siwatu

The Dispositions for 
Culturally Responsive 

Pedagogy Scale

By Whitaker & Valtierra

https://journals-sagepub-com.libproxy.clemson.edu/doi/pdf/10.1177/0042085915602534
https://pdf.sciencedirectassets.com/271838/1-s2.0-S0742051X07X01380/1-s2.0-S0742051X06001168/main.pdf?X-Amz-Security-Token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEOT%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FwEaCXVzLWVhc3QtMSJHMEUCIFfGDhv22RMz1j1otahljxgbhTVbP%2BndjMqhQILw%2FrsPAiEAvA%2FFJk2T%2BSAsrXfBKNtYEoqj%2FecGEIymLkng2XvyTOsq%2BgMIHBAEGgwwNTkwMDM1NDY4NjUiDGIw%2BJ1VXTLyfZw2oCrXA6gr8322NTdHVtflv9UGfa8zWhWEVf9NuW9Ejc2wmH1b1OYiVgOFnfGrjkUwB5qCLh811O9Cj8SlNRd9uxgjTFljfafKQk4OgJSYVOF%2B%2Fvn%2FBF6uBRG%2B%2FFgtcpgRdC5s%2Fk%2BGNTUHFoM3stsJZsnIbeXY5JaUHQ41Zmf10fKdFxeNc3RMoCm20kCDQQ6Tfjbi5vDVi02b%2FNc7b8yZUyO3Jf4Th66RwNVnlzym4IirqMTOibgoYWucYqkomERpIrRabKy%2B20TpZzezjp2ezPtPBIdSSl955vHAa4gOc1sSn8kWRqD29aKJ4Ho%2FyiMoMa%2FmffZggiHEYqzDikobYIo0ZI3hGA6SHci%2FFopYI%2BChih2TEZ5QEQhfsDVo6lrzCOCVOKS%2F6XvHG9HoJs3RQT1rB2k3MHx6uCHEMFnwaUzzDW%2BjTnPDJkQmSFsrzP9j3bUDdoNdhJ5w9yNwMc7f8nAg2N9cMKHSmh13L3EZOIcdYjSzWJKn%2F57fgk4dckd%2FQKZAsHZIRCVlyecv%2FZWcQI7EtRm4sdZH8U7qtRXhpMijeTyKkT3waienmfUP84HGpqX5JEZ%2FPCIBibc1qAMxvNBMzQJxRsRgUutfrpIJ%2BHIojfLBu25bijldOTDv4o%2BJBjqlATVslcHUXwEa8eZZfYp0CyMk2SdsZGZEkhk4%2B5p%2BlIQ2OAE8X8ISAft%2F5MGAsuVml9bKJDeFoAw%2FtRVJymzBaQ%2FlzKUsvPdcapfalHDGQCq7W4f%2FmXENTh5cG4ddPaIxMt1dXk0DZivx1JsLUGyu2gD%2F1tiNQ9Tu%2BgTWzx1PgENMdANmbfwJD1x809ftUcQ2020UudJJaMUeZfQ87zEy6lqhXCBvNQ%3D%3D&X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Date=20210823T194932Z&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Expires=300&X-Amz-Credential=ASIAQ3PHCVTYRVUCN4NX%2F20210823%2Fus-east-1%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-Amz-Signature=1a53b00008827f9f4f456dc048ff5e8fde3aa6daad338f54b17bf07aada32c03&hash=37a20d96c1a60747ab7b9ff1b294a05b3c011cfdba987e206e0fc179e33ff2d8&host=68042c943591013ac2b2430a89b270f6af2c76d8dfd086a07176afe7c76c2c61&pii=S0742051X06001168&tid=spdf-75d56374-3473-47f3-95d1-8d46b6808f47&sid=5e4612a52e5a9343c3393ac680cf8895046cgxrqa&type=client


Additional 

“Things to Do”

Implicit Association Test

Exploring Identity Markers (E. Aguilar)

Teacher-Student Interaction 
Tracker

teacher–student relationships on 
learning is powerful, with an effect size 
of 0.52 (Hattie, 2018)

Cultural Autobiography

Getting to know the cultures of the students and community

Evaluating personal instructional practice to include curriculum, 
materials, lessons, expectations, and required student outcomes

https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/takeatest.html
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eJtq2c8RR-RJamDq6KYgppdpuC8GJef-/view


Teacher to Student Interaction Tracking Tool

https://brightmorning.wpengine.com/coaching-for-equity-tools/


Supporting 
Students to Build 
Cultural 
Competence from 
the Standpoint of 
Disciplinary Literacy



CRT-CSP Supports Students to 
Build Cultural Competence

• Students’ ways of speaking, dressing, interacting, and 
being have too often been defined as 
“unacademic,” “unscholarly,” and “anti-
intellectual.”

From Deficit…

• “The practices and knowledges of communities of 
color, including youth culture, are valuable resources 
in and of themselves to be cultivated, sustained, and 
revitalized” (Alim & Haupt, 2017, p. 158).

To Affirmation



CRT & CSP Explicitly 

position students as 

experts in cultural 
and academic 

practices that are 

valued and 

valuable. 

Goals: 
Affirm

Appreciate

Redefine students’ cultural values 

and styles as academically 

valued and valuable. 

Sustain students' cultural values 

and styles as worthy of study in 

and of themselves



How Do We Build Cultural Competence and 
Support Disciplinary Literacy?

Showcase the Excellence of Disciplinarians from Historically 
Marginalized and Underserved CommunitiesShowcase

Build from Students’ Everyday Cultural Practices to Explain Disciplinary 
IdeasBuild

Use Text SetsUse



Showcase the 
Excellence of 
Disciplinarians 

from 
Historically 

Marginalized 
and 

Underserved 
Communities

 Builds positive cultural and academic identities

 Highlights the disciplinary work is not something 

that “only” White people do

 “[Before this class] I thought Latinos were dumb, 

that we were not smart. That’s probably the 

biggest thing. I see that we are [smart] now. I 

thought that because of what they teach us and 

how they treat us [in school]. But now when we 

have the power in this class, to like learn stuff, 

hard stuff, but stuff that we like are connected 

to, we do the work” (Student Perspective; Irizarry, 

2017, p. 90).

 Builds motivation and purpose for students’ 

participation in collaborative, disciplinary 
inquiry



Devote Class Time to More than 

Just the Canonical Players

(And do it from August to June, not 
just in February.)

Risks further marginalizing already 
marginalized groups by partitioning 
these accomplishments off from the 
“regular” curriculum

Doesn’t necessarily seem relatable--
or attainable--to students

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC
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S H O W H O W P E O P L E  
F R O M  H I S T O R I C A L L Y  
M A R G I N A L I Z E D  
C O M M U N I T I E S  H A VE  
U S E D  D I S C I P L I N A R Y  
L I T E R A C I E S  T O  
S U S T A I N  
T H E M S E L VE S  O VE R  
T I M E



Highlight Origins & Contemporary 

Examples



2. Build from 
Students’ 
Everyday Cultural 
Practices to 
Explain 
Disciplinary Ideas
CAROL D. LEE’S RESEARCH 

ON CULTURAL MODELING 

(LEE, 1995; 2000; 2007)
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The Goal of Cultural Modeling

To help students from historically marginalized 
communities “construct from culturally relevant models 
a set of task-specific reading strategies applicable to 
reading problems in complex fiction” (p. 611)

For example…



Signifying

 Signifying as a form of talk in the 

Black community may involve 

ritual insult and almost always 

involves the use of figurative 
language… 



Playing the Dozens

 A form of signifying

 Involves ritual insult in the Black community

 Examples:

 “Yo mama so dumb she thought a quarterback 

was a refund.”



BLACKISH:  DRE EXPLAINS #THEDOZENS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xV8P5JK2ziA


Signifying & Interpreting Literature

Signifying

 “an attitude that language use 

which is valued should be creative 

and figurative” (Lee, 1995, p. 612).

 Double entendre

 Play on meanings

 Language valued for aesthetic 

purposes

Interpreting Literature

 Valued language use is…creative 

and figurative (Rainey, 2016)

 Double entendre

 Play on meanings

 Language valued for aesthetic 

purposes



How is this related to 

disciplinary literacy?

 Students were supported to inquire 
collaboratively into their own reading 
practices

 Students used—and articulated how 
they used--discipline-specific reading 
strategies (e.g., literary interpretation)

 Thus, students were apprenticed into 
discipline-specific literacy practices.

 Experimental groups’ gains from pre- to 
post-test were greater, by a statistically 
significant margin, than those of the 
control groups (Lee, 1995; 2007).
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Implications for instruction

Teachers should:

•Make complex reading strategies explicit.

•Model for students how to think through disciplinary problems.

•Support active investigations in which students “unearth and articulate otherwise tacit strategies 
that they use to construct inferred meanings from oral speech events” (p. 627).

•Recognize that oral patterns of discourse can be leveraged to support students to understand 
similar pattern of discourse as they appear in print

•Begin instructional units with texts with which students have greater “social and linguistic prior 
knowledge.”

Students can learn to master discipline-specific reading strategies in the 
context of more accessible texts before using those reading strategies with 
texts with which they have less social and linguistic prior knowledge.



3. Using 
Linked Text 

Sets to 
Promote 

Advocacy 
and Agency 

Through a 
Critical Lens

 Linked text sets are inclusive of all types of text, to include 
music, art, spoken word, pictures, and more.

 Intertextuality facilitates the construction of new 
meaning by having students think across texts (Pytash et 
al., 2014).

 These intertextual connections invite students to notice 
similarities, who and what are being commonly 
represented, while also noticing various (or differing) 
perspectives (Batchelor, 2018).

 Supports inclusivity of diverse perspectives, experiences, 
and stories - pushes away from a single-story narrative 
(Adichie, 2009)

 Can be linked based on thematic issues, topics, or to 
respond to a unit’s essential questions.

 Using linked text sets promotes dialogue as students learn 
from one another when they share what they read or 
what they wonder about - leading students to dive 
deeper into understanding controversial and complex 
social issues, such as related to “differences based on 
race, language, socioeconomic status, gender diversity, 
and disability” (Fisher et al., 2020, p. 55).



Tensions in 

Disciplinary 

Literacy and 

CSP

 “Academic” Language is often—erroneously—
understood as synonymous with White, middle and 
upperclass norms of language use (e.g., Dominant 
American English). 

 However, a major point of CSP is that all languages 
are inherently academic—and it is up to educators 
to frame them that way for students.

 Thus, we must support students to use their home 
languages as a means of communicating 
academic ideas:

 “This [class] works better because in here we like 
talk how we talk out there (pointing to the 
window). This is like real talk. I know how 
[teachers] want us to sound, and if I go to a job 
[interview] I know what they want me to sound 
like. That’s fine. I can do that. No problem. But 
sometimes you just want to relax and be 
you[rself] in school. I learn more this way, you 
know, using the languages I know…” (Student in 
a CSP-oriented class, as qtd. in Irizarry, 2017, p. 
87).



Recommended Additional 

Readings

Baker-Bell, A., Paris, D., & Jackson, D. (2017). Learning Black language matters: Humanizing research as 
culturally sustaining pedagogy. International Review of Qualitative Research, 10(4), 360-377.

Colwell, J., Gregory, K., & Taylor, V. (2021). Examining preservice teachers’ perceptions of planning for 
culturally relevant disciplinary literacy. Journal of Teacher Education, 72(2), 195-208.

Compton-Lilly, C. (2020). Microaggressions and macroaggressions across time: The longitudinal 
construction of inequality in schools. Urban Education, 55(8-9), 1315-1349.

Dyches, J. (2018). Investigating curricular injustices to uncover the injustices of curricula: Curriculum 
evaluation as critical disciplinary literacy practice. The High School Journal, 101(4), 236-250.

Picower, B. (2009). The unexamied Whiteness of teaching: How White teachers maintain and enact 
dominant racial ideologies.Race Ethnicity and Education, 12(2), 197-215. 
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